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Climate Change and Climate Crisis
Transformative Concepts and Innovations

Organisation: Christa Schleper, Franz Essl, Patrick Sakdapolrak (University of Vienna)
Agnes Pürstinger, Veronika Winter (Fridays 4 Future)

Oct 7, 2021 | Stefan Rahmstorf (Potsdam) | Climate Crisis: What we know and what we can do about it
Oct 14, 2021 | Koko Warner (UNFCCC) | Climate change impacts, vulnerability and migration
Oct 21, 2021 | Shonali Pachauri (IIASA) | Global energy use: indispensable necessity, development opportunity or climate disaster?
Nov 4, 2021 | Kerstin Krellenberg (Vienna) | Cities and climate change: about complex interactions and response strategies
Nov 11, 2021 | Uhl-Hädicke (Salzburg) | Too scared to act? A psychological perspective on the climate crisis
Nov 18, 2021 | Petra Hirschler (TU Vienna) | Smart spatial strategies and climate change
Nov 25, 2021 | Julia Steinberger (Lausanne) | Living well within planetary limits: is it possible? And what will it take?
Dec 2, 2021 | Josef Eitzinger (BOKU Vienna) | Climate change impacts and adaptation options in agriculture
Dec 9, 2021 | Lisa Schipper (Oxford) | Can we achieve climate resilient development for all?
Dec 16, 2021 | Michaela Krömer (Kanzlei Krömer) | TBA
Jan 13, 2022 | Thomas Potthast (Tübingen) | Science, society and the climate change – ethical perspectives
Jan 20, 2022 | Katharina Rogenhofer (F4F) | If nothing changes, everything changes – climate activism, politics and the way forward
Jan 27, 2022 | TBA | Panel discussion

archaea.univie.ac.at/climate

Thursday, 1:15-2:45 p.m. Lecture Hall C1, UniCampus Hof 2, University of Vienna & online
Supported by: SPL29 and Department of Functional and Evolutionary Ecology, University of Vienna
5 ECTS. Die Zuordnung zu diversen Studienplanpunkten ist im u:find ersichtlich.